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Today, banks are operating in a highly 
volatile climate. Increasing regulation, 
continuous pressure on cost, changing 
business models, mergers and acquisitions, 
and remaining competitive require a 
flexible, efficient, and smart IT operation:

� Banks need IT as an accelerator of 
business growth, not as an inhibitor. 

� Bank data centers can and must be 
made smarter.

� Banks need expert integrated systems.
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Centers with Expert 
Integrated Systems
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The need for data centers to 
become smarter

In the 2012 IBM Data Center Study, only one in five CIOs said 
they had a data center that could be classified as highly efficient 
and strategic. The remaining respondents were struggling with 
data centers that consumed too much budget on maintenance 
and too little budget on new projects and innovation.

From this survey, the most important success factors in 
achieving a highly efficient and strategic data center can be 
summarized as follows:

� Early and fast adoption of new technology: 86 percent of 
respondents with a most efficient and strategic data center 
describe themselves as first or early adopters of new 
technology versus 43 percent with a least efficient data center.

� Move virtual machines to meet desired outcomes: 58 percent 
of respondents with a most efficient and strategic data center 
use automation tools to move virtual machines (VMs) 
automatically based on service level agreements (SLAs), 
without needing manual intervention versus 1 percent with a 
least efficient data center.

� Use storage virtualization: 93 percent of respondents with a 
most efficient and strategic data center use virtualized storage 
versus 21 percent with a least efficient data center.

� Use a storage service catalog: 87 percent of respondents 
with a most efficient and strategic data center use a services 
catalog1 approach for storage, leading to cost-effective 
storage placement, versus 3 percent with a least efficient 
data center.

Figure 1   Least efficient versus most efficient data centers2

1  A storage services catalog enables more efficient storage allocation and 
governance.
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The success factors for a smarter data center 
are early adoption of new technology, extensive 
usage of automation tools for managing virtual 
machines, virtual storage, and usage of a 
services catalog approach for storage.

The importance of a highly 
efficient and intelligent data 
center for banks

So, what do the results of the IBM Data Center Study 
mean to the business? According to the 2012 IBM CEO 
Study, 68 percent of CEOs in banking and financial 
markets regard improving response time to market needs 
as one of their most important priorities (Figure 2).

Figure 2   2012 IBM CEO Study

Operating the data center in a smarter way improves 
time to market of new functionality, frees up more 
budget for innovation, reduces operational risk, and 
provides opportunities to reduce cost altogether:

� Improving time to value in the data center is achieved 
by quick and smart provisioning of server images, 
access to flexible resource pools (processor and 
storage), and easy network configuration.

� Operational risk is reduced by providing a secure 
environment, eliminating human errors and 
integrating high availability and disaster recovery.

� Overall cost can be greatly reduced by eliminating 
server white space in the data center and by 
increasing standardization, eliminating configuration 

errors, lowering energy consumption, and reducing 
the amount of labor needed to configure components.

After a data center becomes smarter, a bank can 
implement strategic business initiatives much better in 
the areas of core banking modernization, risk 
management, customer centricity, and analytics. The 
following example activities can be run faster, and with 
lower risk and cost, if the data center is fully optimized 
and intelligent:

� Acquiring and integrating another bank, or 
reversely, splitting up a bank

� Insourcing or outsourcing specific business 
processes from and to a business partner and 
running them as a service3

� Integrating with business partners, such as 
insurance companies, payment providers, and 
government agencies

� Expanding into new global markets

� Handling changes in transaction volumes, for 
example when adding new mobile applications, 
business analytics, or social media

� Incorporating new audit requirements as a result of 
new regulations

� Implementing new application functionality in 
general to respond to changing market needs and 
customer behavior

A bank is much better able to implement its 
business agenda and adjust to the economy, 
changing market needs and regulations if the 
data center is highly efficient and using 
strategic technology. 

Helping the data center to 
become smarter with expert 
integrated systems

The three most important drivers to operate a bank’s 
data center are time to value, cost reduction, and 
containing operational risk. Contrary to what a bank 
needs to support its strategic business initiatives, data 
centers are often developed into complex and inflexible 
collections of infrastructure components, with a 2  Source: 2012 IBM Data Center Study: 

http://www.ibm.com/data-center/study
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3  Also known as “Business Process as a Service (BPaaS)”
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massive network infrastructure. Expert integrated 
systems from IBM focus on the imperatives and provide 
the following core capabilities:

� Built-in expertise. When embedded expertise and 
best practices are captured and automated in 
various deployment forms, you can dramatically 
improve time to value.

� Integration by design. When you deeply tune 
hardware and software in a ready-to-go, workload 
optimized system, it becomes easier to tune to 
the task.

� Simplified experience. When every part of the IT 
lifecycle becomes easier with integrated 
management of your entire system, including a 
broad, open ecosystem of optimized solutions, 
business innovation can thrive. You can deliver a 
significant improvement in the IT experience for 
your customers and colleagues.

Expert integrated systems are based on patterns of 
expertise, dramatically improving time to value and 
responsiveness to business requirements. Patterns of 
expertise automatically balance, manage, and optimize 
the necessary elements, from the underlying hardware 
resources through the middleware and software, to 
deliver and manage today’s modern business processes, 
services, and applications. They encapsulate, into a 
repeatable and deployable form, the best practices and 
expertise gained from decades of optimizing the 
deployment and management of data centers, software 
infrastructures, and applications around the world.

IBM expert integrated systems deliver a 
significant improvement toward a smarter 
data center because they have built-in 
expertise, are integrated by design, and offer a 
simplified experience.

IBM PureSystems

IBM PureSystems™ is a family of systems that 
simplifies all facets of the data center (see Figure 3). 
Each system offers the following features:

� Inclusion of multiple infrastructure components 
within one physical system, such as computing 
nodes, storage, and networking

� Easy-to-use management software to configure 
the system

� A cloud ready environment with ready-to-use patterns 
of expertise to perform routine provisioning tasks

� Choice of hypervisors (such as kernel-based virtual 
machine (KVM) and VMware), processor types 
(such as x86 and IBM POWER®), and operating 
systems (such as AIX®, Microsoft Windows, Linux, 
and IBM i5/OS™)

Figure 3   Data center facets supported by IBM PureSystems

These features have the following significant benefits:

� Better time to value by using patterns of expertise to 
perform routine configuration tasks and from 
resource flexibility enabled by virtualization and 
cloud capabilities

� Lower cost and operational risk by reducing the 
number of constructs to be managed in the data center

� Better performance by collocation of components 
and resource optimization within the entire system

PureSystems enable banks to progressively transition 
to a smarter data center, moving through these stages:

� Consolidate. More efficiently consolidate systems 
and applications to reduce operating expenses.

� Optimize. Better tune and automate systems and 
applications to improve application performance, 
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� Innovate. More rapidly deliver new applications and 
services to meet new business needs.
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� Accelerate cloud. Launch self-service applications 
more quickly and efficiently in a secure and 
integrated cloud environment.

Currently, the following IBM PureSystems are available 
or announced:

� IBM PureFlex™ System offers a highly customizable 
and flexible hybrid computing environment with 
built-in cloud capabilities and management. 
PureFlex is a suitable platform for many custom-built 
or packaged banking applications that benefit from 
excellent horizontal scalability, a cloud delivery 
model and fast time to value.

� IBM PureApplication™ System provides the same 
foundation as the PureFlex system, but includes 
preconfigured patterns of expertise at the 
middleware and application level. Middleware 
images and applications that run in these 
middleware images can be provisioned by using 
patterns of expertise and a simplified user interface.

� IBM PureData™ System is available in the following 
variations:

– IBM PureData System for Transactions is aimed 
at transactional applications that need access 
to large and highly available databases. It 
includes a highly scalable and high-throughput 
database cluster.

– IBM PureData System for Analytics is aimed at 
running large queries such as the ones that are 
typical in a business intelligence environment. 
This system, built forward on IBM Netezza 
technology, includes a massively parallel 
processing (MPP) data warehouse with 
hardware acceleration specifically for analytics.

– IBM PureData System for Operational Analytics 
is aimed at analytics queries in real time. This 
system offers operational data warehouses with 
MPP for analytics and high throughput for 
operational analytics.

The value of expert integrated 
systems for banks

Expert integrated systems bring value to banks as 
explained in the following examples.

Consolidation of disparate and 
discretionary workloads

A typical bank’s application portfolio can span thousands 
of physical servers that are interconnected by a complex 
network. This situation is usually historically grown from 
a siloed approach for development and deployment. 
Mergers and acquisitions are also an important cause.

With IBM expert integrated systems, banks can 
consolidate and optimize disparate workloads on a 
single infrastructure. As a result, SLAs are improved, 
system utilization is greater (for servers and storage 
devices), and cost is reduced. The key benefit is that 
mixed workloads are supported over a pool of shared 
resources, improving system maintenance, simplifying 
system setup, and enabling expert deployment of 
applications. Examples for banking in this context are 
consolidation of branch infrastructure and support for 
mergers and acquisitions.

Virtual desktop cloud

Maintaining conventional desktops is usually a time- 
consuming and cost-consuming effort that never ends. 
Also, desktops are frequently the biggest security threat 
to banks, because unauthorized access to systems often 
happens through desktops that are insufficiently secured.

By virtualizing the desktops on centralized servers, 
innovative banks can drastically reduce operational cost 
and risk, increase employee productivity, better support 
mobile users, and reduce select desktop software 
costs. This task is accomplished on the IBM PureFlex 
System by using IBM SmartCloud™ Provisioning, 
pre-integration with independent software vendor (ISV) 
solutions for Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI), and 
storage data compression. This combination enables 
standardization on a select number of desktop 
configurations and simplified systems management 
throughout the entire IT infrastructure.

Virtual branch

Today, the only physical infrastructure needed in the 
branch office is printers, display stations with soft or 
hard keyboards, and kiosks. Not having servers and 
storage at the branch saves money and reduces risk 
substantially. Front-office applications used in the 
branch can run on a virtual desktop that is physically 
hosted on a centralized server. These centralized 
servers use the existing security and business 
continuity infrastructure. Eventually, multiple virtual 
4 Smarter Bank Data Centers with Expert Integrated Systems



desktops can be grouped into a cloud per branch office 
or group of branches. 

IBM expert integrated systems can run thousands of 
virtual desktops securely and manage them as one or 
multiple clouds.

Insourcing or outsourcing business 
processes

Today many banks demand flexibility regarding which 
business processes are supported by in-house IT or 
elsewhere, either in a cloud or other delivery model. Also, 
some banks are looking to operate business processes 
on behalf of other banks or financial institutions and to 
run these processes in their own IT infrastructure. For a 
complex data center, it is difficult to insource or 
outsource even part of IT services for a specific business 
process. In some cases, the data center might become 
an inhibitor for such business decisions.

One of the biggest business benefits of cloud is that 
insourcing or outsourcing business processes can be 
accomplished more transparently. Logical collections of 
resources, consisting of servers, network, and storage, 
can be expanded, reduced, added, moved, or 
eliminated without affecting the rest of the environment. 
This activity can occur at the application level, which is 
referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS), or at the 
platform level, which is referred to as Platform as a 
Service (PaaS).

IBM expert integrated systems provide advanced cloud 
capabilities to organize applications. They use cloud 
principles that result in increased flexibility when it comes 
to insourcing or outsourcing business processes.

Governance, risk, and compliance

Compliance with regulations by a financial institution 
requires intelligent software solutions and a resilient 
and reliable infrastructure. Breeches in security, glitches 
in the overall availability of an IT solution, and issues in 
timely integration between systems can cause severe 
damage to the bank. In one case already, regular 
instability in Internet banking applications is leading to 
questions in parliament and calls for stricter laws.

Through the adoption of expert integrated systems, 
banks can deploy a predefined and integrated set 
of system capabilities in an ultra secure and resilient 
IT environment. The result is a single IT system 
that supports enterprise risk management across an 
IT enterprise.

In-country processing

Global financial services institutions often face the legal 
requirement to process and host data of local clients 
within the borders of the clients’ country. This situation 
is true in the countries of Switzerland and Luxemburg. 
In such a case, it is not possible to process client 
information on global centralized systems and begs the 
need for a manageable local banking system.

IBM expert integrated systems provide a complete 
systems environment that supports various operating 
systems, built-in networking, and storage. Depending 
on clients’ needs, expert integrated systems can 
support any size of local bank, including hosting large 
databases and running analytics, without depending on 
out-of-country data processing facilities.

Packaged solutions for banking

Commonly, the implementation of a packaged solution 
requires significant time for configuration, customization, 
and integration. Patterns of expertise, which are 
available for specific packaged solutions, eliminate or 
simplify manual tasks, through simplified application 
migration, web application deployment expertise, and 
simplified system maintenance. Time to value improves 
significantly. By using core solutions from such vendors 
as Temenos, Fiserv, and Diasoft, in addition to IBM 
middleware-based solutions for SEPA and FATCA, users 
can quickly, efficiently, and cost effectively deploy new 
banking applications.

“What’s important about the PureSystems 
initiative is that it provides an environment that 
a bank can rely on to be resilient, reliable, and 
scalable. Banks have to trust, and maintain 
trust in, technology and its vendors, and we 
trust IBM.” — Mark Gunning, Business 
Solutions Director for Temenos4

Analytics acceleration

The need for analytics is expanding rapidly within the 
financial services industry. In banking, analytics play an 

4  Source: Temenos aims to improve banks’ performance with IBM 
PureSystems offerings: 
http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/wac12347usen/
WAC12347USEN.PDF
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increasingly important role in obtaining a 360-degree view 
of the client, reporting on regulatory compliance, and 
fighting fraud. The amount of data is growing rapidly, and 
the queries on these data are becoming frequent and 
more complex. “Real-time analytics” is on the rise, in 
which case analytics is part of an online transaction.

Hosting the large volumes of data needed for analytics 
is ideal on specialized appliances or accelerators, 
which IBM PureSystems provide, offering optimized 
storage and special compression techniques. 

IBM’s point of view is that analytics are 
performed on specialized fit-for-purpose 
appliances or accelerators that can be easily 
attached to other expert integrated systems.

Development and test cloud in a box

Time to value is becoming more critical every day, and 
banks should have almost endless flexibility to quickly 
provision, move, and dismantle development and test 
environments. With this capability, banks can roll in new 
ISV packages or custom applications, for example, for 
Internet banking, front office, and core banking.

With IBM expert integrated systems, banks become 
more agile by self-service provisioning and simplified 
access to resources and a shared infrastructure. Access 
to predefined sets of middleware and application 
componentry, in addition to a common development 
environment where data can be shared, allows for 
custom development and test environments for 
customer-facing and back-office applications.

What’s next: How IBM can help

IBM has a broad range of expertise to help you 
throughout the entire process of decision making, 
design, and implementation for your data center needs. 
For example, IBM can organize and perform the 
following activities for you:

� Assess the effectiveness of your data center for 
your banking needs, now and in the future

� Conduct a “Fit for Purpose” study to determine the 
best computing platform for a given application or 
domain of applications, such as core banking

� Demonstrate the value of IBM expert integrated 
systems for a particular business scenario

� Work with you on an approach for transformation to 
new technology or a new architecture

� Organize solution design workshops, benchmarks, 
Proof of Technology, and Proof of Concept around 
expert integrated systems

For more information about expert integrated systems, 
to better understand its value within a banking context, 
or to get started, send email to the IBM Banking Center 
of Excellence at FSCOE@us.ibm.com.

Resources for more information

To learn more about expert integrated systems from 
IBM, contact your IBM marketing representative or IBM 
Business Partner, or visit the following websites:

� IBM expert integrated systems blog

http://expertintegratedsystemsblog.com

� IBM PureSystems

http://www.ibm.com/puresystems

� IBM Redbooks® publications about PureSystems

http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/portals/
puresystems

� IBM PureSystems Centre

http://www.ibm.com/ibm/puresystems/us/en/
puresystemscentre.html

� IBM PureSystems solutions catalog for banking

http://www.ibm.com/software/brandcatalog/
puresystems/centre/browse#rc=IBM_EntTax_Industry_F

Follow IBM PureSystems and IBM expert integrated 
systems on social media:

� YouTube channel on IBM expert integrated systems 

http://www.youtube.com/user/expertintegratedsys?
feature=results_main

� IBM PureSystems and IBM expert integrated 
systems group on LinkedIn 

http://www.linkedin.com/groups/IBM-PureSystems-
Expert-integrated-systems-4396715

� IBM PureSystems on Twitter 

https://twitter.com/IBMPureSystems
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Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled 
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments 
may vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on 
development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these 
measurements will be the same on generally available systems. Furthermore, 
some measurements may have been estimated through extrapolation. Actual 
results may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data for 
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COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, 
which illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You 
may copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without 
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